Data Sheet

GDPR

Data protection compliant
with iFinder GDPR
Know where personal data is slumbering in the company
and become active in a targeted manner
For many companies it is still a great challenge to meet the
requirements of the European data protection regulations.
Personal data can be easily identified in an ERP or CRM system.
But what about data sources such as file servers or e-mail systems
where a lot of unstructured data is stored? How do you find the
relevant data and make sure that nothing is overlooked? And
how do you know which stored data is relevant with regard to the
implementation of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)?

GDPR
To remain inactive is not an
alternative. This is all the
more serious as the authorities
now impose severe penalties
for violations.

Acting instead of reacting:
personal data always
at hand
iFinder GDPR helps companies to
comply with the European Data
Protection Directive. The software
supports them in searching internal
data sources such as file servers,
CMS, DMS, wikis or email systems
specifically for GDPR-relevant content.
The tool analyzes the data stocks and
lists all directories and files containing
personal data so that these files can
then be efficiently processed further.

iFinder GDPR covers
these scenarios:
 equest for information
R
Comprehensive determination of all stored personal
data in the event of a request for information to hand
over a list to the data protection officer. This enables
you to obtain information within minutes, meet
deadlines and also delete data subsequently.

Analysis
of any personal data :
You can thus flexibly find everything containing
personal data. You select the relevant personal
aspects such as personal names, dates of birth,
addresses, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses,
etc. and receive, for example, a list of your „toxic“
documents relevant to the GDPR, sorted by frequency
of occurrence. This includes, for example, lists of
employees or customers whose existence you did
not know about until now. The search via intelligent
search filters allows you to flexibly access relevant
information and to consolidate and evaluate your data
piece by piece.

iFinder GDPR enables 360° analysis
The tool also helps you to clean up in later steps
and to complete your GDPR process directory in
a watertight way. You prove that you have done
everything that you possibly can with an advanced
analysis solution to comply with your legal
obligations.
 dditional tool for copying, moving or deleting
A
After the intelligent identification of relevant data, it
can be moved, deleted or copied with an additional
tool which is part of the iFinder GDPR package.
You will receive a confirmation of this action, which
greatly simplifies the documentation.

Your advantages:
 ou can quickly and easily obtain a comprehensive
Y
overview of where personal data is stored on your
file shares or in other data sources.
You complete your GDPR procedure index.
 ou act in compliance with data protection and do
Y
not overlook anything.

The tool supports you in your GDPR-relevant data
management processes and is an important building
block to give you and your management the certainty
that no personal risks are lurking in your extensive
unstructured file stores.
A whole range of possible personal data - from personal
names, birth and contact details to vehicle registration
numbers or IBAN numbers - is already stored in
the system. The system is therefore pre-trained and
cold-startable. A further individual adaptation of your
contents, e.g. of your individual customer contract
numbers, is possible without any problems.
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GDPR
Scalable for the future
The more than 80 connectors for connecting to other
systems and the more than 600 different document
formats that the Enterprise Search solution can process
make it possible to implement your requirements for a
comprehensive analysis platform with an established
standard product. The system knows no limits regarding
the amount of data you want to analyze. Even one billion
objects can be analyzed without any problems, with
the appropriate hardware. The solution also includes a
unique, vendor-certified interface to NetApp file shares,
which allows infinite amounts of data to be processed in
real-time.
A great side effect: You can easily extend the iFinder
GDPR to a second application by configuring search
profiles: the company-wide, intelligent and rightschecked search for all employees. Of course, these
employees do not search with the GDPR features,
but use the search to quickly access relevant
knowledge and thus save time and costs.

Our service - installation and
operation according to your wishes
On premise, as a Managed Service or as SaaS
No matter which operating mode you prefer for
the iFinder GDPR - we deliver the desired model.
Most customers want to run the analysis solution in
their own company. No problem! We support this by
easy installation and simple, non-time consuming
administration. You can operate the solution yourself or
use our experienced Managed Service for this purpose.
Customers, who e.g. only want to analyze data stocks
temporarily, can also use the iFinder GDPR in the SaaS
version in a German ISO27001 certified data center.

We have 20 years of product and project experience
with search software. 1000 satisfied end customers
speak for the mature solution. We are listed in the
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Insight Engines - so you
make a safe investment decision. Please contact us!

IntraFind Software AG
Landsberger Straße 368
80687 Munich
Germany
+49 89 3090446-0
sales@intrafind.com
www.intrafind.com
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